Data and AI

®

Virtual Forum
June 17, 2020
July 29, 2020
September 16, 2020

Overcome challenges and
accelerate your journey to AI
AI is the main ingredient to help organizations quickly pivot in today’s environment
and ensure a successful digital transformation. To successfully scale AI,
organizations need to overcome three common challenges: talent scarcity, data
complexity, and a lack of trust in AI systems.
We’re launching a series of Data and AI Virtual Forums, specifically designed to give
you the tools to tackle the talent, trust, and data barriers to AI. Join us to experience
client stories, connect with IBM executives and experts, and understand how IBM is
helping you accelerate your journey to AI.

Talent

Trust

Data

June 17

July 29

September 16

Do you have the right talent to
put AI to work? Discover the power of
automating AI and learn how to bridge
the talent gap.

Do you trust your AI outcomes? Learn
how to build and scale AI with trust and
transparency.

Is your data ready for AI?
Get a prescriptive
approach to ensure your
data is simple, accessible,
and business-ready.

Register now at ibm.com/analytics/data-and-ai-forum
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June agenda

®

June 17, 2020

Keynote

Featured
Speakers

June 17th, 10:00 AM ET and 9:00 PM ET
Daniel Hernandez, General Manager of Data and AI, IBM

Maricopa County

Talent and Tech in Post-Pandemic World

Journey to AI

DataOps

– How pioneers achieve AI
outcomes despite skills
gaps

– Close your skills gap with
DataOps methodology

– Building AI Skills: A HowTo Guide
– Infuse your talent strategy
with AI that ignites your
workforce
– AI: Only as good as the
ecosystem that supports it

Cloud Modernization
– Empower your employees
to focus on higher value
work
– Start small and scale large:
How to build data lakes on
cloud
– Building data-centric
applications on the cloud

Data Modernization
– Capitalogix: A data science
firm in disguise
– COVID Disruption: The
power of computer vision
– In an uncertain world:
Data and analytics are the
certainty

– How IBM DataOps
accelerates the journey to
AI

Data Science and AI
– Inside the Science Behind
Your Biggest Decisions
– Unleash your full analytical
potential
– Automating the AI
Lifecycle
– Machine learning for
quality management

AI for Customer
Service

AI for Financial
Operations
– Change the analytics
game: empower users
with AI

AI for IT Ops

Credit Mutuel
Hill Country Memorial
Hospital
Associated Bank
Cloudera
Forrester

– How to save a half million
dollars a minute with
AIOps

Aberdeen

Financial Services
Sector

NewComp Analytics

– AI in Finance for a postCOVID world

LPA Software Solutions

Mark III

– Navigate uncertainty
and financial recovery
with customer-facing AI
solutions

– Beyond the Bot: Staying
Ahead with AI
– The New Normal: Digitally
Engaging in 2020

AI for Risk and
Compliance
– Inside AI’s fight against
fraud and financial crimes

Register now at ibm.com/analytics/data-and-ai-forum

